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Abstract

In this article, we investigate insight problem solving by exploring the subjective AHA!
experience as a function of restructuring of a problem. It has long been assumed that the
AHA! experience is the direct consequence of restructuring. However, is this assumption
justified?
We will argue that a) the AHA! experience does not always result from prior restructuring and
that b) solutions with accompanied AHA! do not underlie a single neurocognitive process.In
this regard, we use a modified compound remote associates (CRA) paradigm designed to
experimentally dissociate restructuring from the AHA! experience. Results indicate that
solutions accompanied by an AHA! are often found also in absence of restructuring. This
finding is explained by proposing distinct CRA solution processes that differentiate between
AHA! solutions with and without restructuring. We predict that solutions with accompanied
AHA! experience differ in their behavioral, neural and eye-tracking related signature as a
function of restructuring. The results mostly support these predictions.
These findings have implications for insight research: First, from only measuring the
subjective AHA! experience especially using CRAs it cannot be implied anymore that
restructuring has occurred. Second, it is vital to experimentally separate the different
components of insight to better understand its underlying diverse neurocognitive processes.

Keywords: insight, Aha experience, restructuring, CRA, eye-tracking, fMRI
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Introduction
If you are struggeling with a difficult problem and then the solution pops into your
mindseeming obvious all of the sudden, you most likely had an insight. There are
various definitions of insight. Here, we define insight as a sudden comprehension or
solution of a non-obvious problem accompanied by an AHA! experience (Sternberg &
Davidson, 1995; Kounios & Beeman, 2014). The AHA! experience is defined as the
solver’s strong belief that the solution emerged suddenly, is obviously correct and it is
often associated with a feeling of pleasure (Danek & Wiley, 2017; Topolinski &
Reber, 2010).
Insight has been studied mainly with classical insight tasks like the Nine-Dot or the
Eight Coin problem (Kounios & Beeman, 2014; Danek, Wiley & Öllinger 2016;
Öllinger et al., 2013). Here, the solver has the required knowledge to solve the
problem but the solution seems non-obvious because she/he sets up an initial mental
representation of the problem that is biased due to solution-irrelevant or false
assumptions about the task. As a result, the problem space is ill-defined (Kaplan &
Simon, 1990) or over-constrained (Ohlsson, 1992). It is assumed that the solver
needs to restructure the originally inadequate problem representation to increase the
likelihood of solving the problem (Öllinger, Jones & Knoblich, 2014; Ohlsson, 1984).
Restructuring has been defined and interpreted in many different ways in the
literature. Here, restructuring refers to revising the original problem representation by
switching the attentional focus to solution-relevant problem elements (Knoblich et al.,
1999; Kounios & Beeman, 2014; Ohlsson, 1992).
Relationship between the AHA! experience and restructuring
It is mostly assumed that the perceived suddenness of a solution to an insight
problem (resulting in an AHA! experience) is because of prior restructuring and
evidence from classical insight tasks suggests that an AHA! experience follows
successful restructuring (Duncker, 1945; Ohlsson, 1984; Danek et al., 2016; Öllinger,
Jones&Knoblich, 2014; Thevenot&Oakhill, 2008; Danek et al., 2020; Öllinger et al.,
2014).
However, recent research suggests that restructuring and the AHA! experience may
not be as closely linked: Danek and colleagues (2016) investigated classical insight
problems (e.g. Nine-Dot and Eight-Coin tasks) that involve restructuring but whose
solutions were often not accompanied with an AHA! experience. Using a modified
compound remote associates (CRA) paradigm, we found that an experimental
condition provoking restructuring was not associated with more but even fewer AHA!
solutions (Becker et al., 2018). Moreover, in a recent study we found that the AHA!
experience is correlated with neural activity in bilateral insula immediately after the
presentation of the CRA problem (Becker et al., 2020b). Because restructuring is
assumed to take place immediatelybefore the solution, this early neural activity
correlating with AHA! could not be explained by restructuring processes. How can
these results be reconciled with the previously suggested closerelationship between
both concepts?
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In this article, we will argue that the AHA! experience is not always the consequence
of prior restructuring and therefore not a single neurocognitive process underlies
solutions accompanied by an AHA! experience. For this purpose, we will discuss
results of our modified CRA paradigm designed to experimentally dissociate
restructuring from the AHA! experience. To begin with, we will briefly describe the
insight solution process when solving CRAs. Here, we will argue why there could be
problems solved with an AHA! experience but without prior restructuring. Then, we
will describe how we measure restructuring using a modified version of the CRA
task.For this, we will translate the general concept of restructuring as described
above into cognitive control processes of refocused attention to solution-irrelevant
problem elements including inhibition and activation processes.Consequently, we will
explain why the AHA! experience is not always the consequence of restructuring by
proposing distinct CRA solution processes that differentiate between AHA! solutions
with and without restructuring. Derived from these dissociable solution processes, we
will predict neural, behavioral and eye-tracking related differences between AHA!
solutions as a function of restructuring.
Insight solution process in CRAs
CRAs consist of three target words (drop, coat, proof) and the solver’s task is to find
the word (rain) that complements each of the three target words to a meaningful
compound word (raindrop, raincoat, rainproof) (Bowden & Jung-Beeman, 2003,
2007). In the semantic memory network, each word is associated with a wide range
of other related words but the strength of association among words differs. That is to
say, some words are semantically or associatively more and others are less related
to a given word in the network. The solution in CRAs usually seems non-obvious to
the solver because the three target words seem semantically unrelated at first. It is
assumed that upon presentation of the target words, semantically related and
frequent associates are automatically co-activated via spreading activation (Patterson
et al., 2007; Bowers et al., 1990; Anderson, 1983). If the solution word were
semantically or associatively closely relatedto all the target words, it would be coactivated several times, i.e. by each of the target words, and therefore become easily
aware to the solver (Bowers et al., 1990, p. 80). However, the target words are
usually not the most closely related associates of the solution. Hence, it is assumed
that related but solution-irrelevant associations (dropas ingumdrop) are activated first
and keep the solver from finding the solution (Bowden et al., 2005; Goel et al., 2014,
Bowden & Jung-Beeman, 2003; Kounios&Beeman, 2014; Subramaniam, et al.,
2009). The CRA problem can either be solved with or without an AHA! experience. It
is assumed that when the CRA is solved without an AHA! experience it was preceded
by trial and error processes. Trial and error processes include solution strategies
such as randomly retrieving possible compound words per target word from lexical
memory and trying to combine this compound with other target words (see, Kounios
& Beeman, 2014). In contrast, when the CRA is solved with an AHA! experience it is
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assumed to be preceded by some kind of restructuring process1 (see, Kounios &
Beeman, 2014).
In this language-related context, we define restructuringas reinterpreting one or more
target words in a solution relevant manner. Specifically, restructuring here refers to
the process of first switching the attentional focus to the current solution-irrelevant
meaning of a respective target word. Subsequently this meaning is revised
byinhibiting pre-activated solution-irrelevant associations of the respective target
word (e.g. the solution-irrelevant meaning of the target word like drop as in gumdrop)
and activating other associations including solution-relevant ones (e.g. the solutionrelevant meaning of the target word like drop as in raindrop) (see also, Becker et al.,
2018; Bowden & Jung-Beeman, 2003; Bowden et al., 2005; Becker et al.,2020a).
When a solver gets stuck on a solution-irrelevant meaning of a target word, he/she
can solve the problem by either restructuring it or by trial and error. However, it could
be equally possible that the target words are not represented in a solution-irrelevant
way. In this case, the associative strength/semantic relatedness between the target
words and the solution alone suffices to automatically co-activate the solution. In this
case, either the solution is directly activated by the target words and becomes
immediately aware (pop out solutions of < 2 seconds are not considered an insight
solution). We assume that the solution could also be activated by other semantically
related concepts that in turn have been activated by the target words.If this solution is
then perceived as obviously correct and sudden, it would likely be accompanied by
an AHA! experience. Note, we assume that the solution will only be perceived as
sudden if the solution was not immediately evident from the target words and not
found via trial and error.Hence, in this particular condition, a solution with an
accompanied AHA! experience would not require prior restructuring.
However, in CRAs there is no experimental control to determine whether the solution
was derived with or without restructuring(see, Becker et al., 2018).Therefore, we
recently modified CRA problems via semantic primingto separate solutions that were
more likely to happen with or without restructuring.
Modified CRA paradigm as means to assess restructuring
We constructed CRA problems (e.g. drop, coat, proof) where the first target word
(drop) is always semantically ambiguous. We then experimentally manipulated which
of the meanings of the first target word was more obvious by adding a prime (dew,
back) to the three target words. This prime is forming a meaningful compound with
the first target word which is more (dewdrop) or less (backdrop) related to the
compound word ofthe first target word and the solution (raindrop). In case of the less
related prime condition (backdrop), the first target word (drop) needs to be
reinterpreted to form a meaningful compound with the solution. The consideration
here is that reinterpretation relates to restructuring because participants change their
initial problem representation by revising the initially solution-irrelevant meaning of
1

Kounios and Beeman assume that insight involves „a reorganization of the elements of a person’s mental
representation of a stimulus, situation or event to yield a nonovious or nondominant interpretation (Kounios &
Beeman, 2014: 88).
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the first target word. Note, by adding semantically distant primes to the CRAs, we can
only increase the likelihood for restructuring to occur in the restructuring condition but
not acertain it because the CRA could still be solved via trial and error.Furthermore,
restructuring could also occur in the semantically close prime condition because
subjects adopt a solution-irrelevant meaning of the second or third target word.
However, since the target words are the same for both prime conditions, the
likelihood for restructuring to happen in the semantically close prime condition should
be lower.
However, we demonstrated previouslythat the restructuring condition (less related
prime condition) is able to increase the likelihood for restructuring. This was
quantified by increased solution time, search and search effort, decreased accuracy
and increased activity in neural areas involvedincognitive control (including the
inferior frontal gyrusand the anterior cingulate cortex [ACC]) in the restructuring
compared to the control condition (Becker et al., 2018; Becker et al., 2020a).
However, in these studies, we did notdissociate trials in the restructuring condition in
solutions with and without AHA! experience. Therefore, these results could not
provide evidence with respect to the current research question which is whether
solutions with an accompanied AHA! experience are always the consequence of prior
restructuring processes.
Mechanisms of the CRA solution process differentiating between AHA! solutions with
and without restructuring
The modified CRA paradigm allows to experimentally separate the AHA! experience
from restructuring in a 2(with vs. without restructering) x 2(with vs. without Aha!
experience) factorial design and therefore distinguish between four event types:
solutions with/without prior restructuring and with/without AHA! experience. For our
current research question onlysolutions with AHA! experienceare of relevance. In line
with the above mentioned description of the CRA solution process, we assume that
those event types reflect specific differences in this solution process.
Spreading activation starting from the target words takes place every time a CRA
problem is presented to the solver. However, we assume that only solutions with in
contrast to without accompanied AHA! experience are activated via spreading
activation leading to the subjective feeling of suddenness. Note, the general idea of
unconscious processing in insight problem solving which relates to our spreading
activation account has been proposed before (e.g. Schunn & Dunbar, 1996; Bowden,
1997; Bowden & Beeman, 1998).
noRestructuring_AHA – the problem is presented with a related prime and
solved with an AHA! experience. Due to the related prime, the first target word does
not need to be reinterpreted. The solution most likely is multiply co-activated
automatically by concepts that are related to the target words in addition to the prime.
Hence, this condition is the specific case in which a solution via AHA! experience
could follow without prior restructuring.
Restructuring_AHA – the problem is presented with a less related prime and
solved with an accompanied AHA!. The second and/or third target word (coat, proof)
6

may be related to the solution and automatically activate the solution (rain). However,
this activation does not exceed a threshold for the solution to become aware because
the prime as well as the solution-irrelevant meaning of the first target word both
activate related but solution-irrelevant associates themselves. As a consequence,
cognitive control is necessary to refocus attention towards those solution-irrelevant
activation patterns and subsequently inhibit them (e.g. drop as in backdrop) as well
as activate other, including relevant associates (e.g. drop as in raindrop) especially of
the first target word. Finally, activation of solution-relevant concepts via cognitive
control increases the likelihood for the solution word to also be sufficiently coactivated via spreading activation and suddenly become aware to the solver.
No/Restructuring_noAHA – the problem is presented with a more/less related
prime and solved without an AHA! experience. Irrespective of the presented prime,
the target words are semantically remote to the solution and do not automatically
activate the solution. Instead, other solution strategies like trial and error are applied
where possible solution words aresequentially retrieved from memory and validated
with the other two remaining target words.
Hypotheses
In sum, we hypothesize that solutions accompanied by an AHA! experience are
possible also in the absence of prior restructuring. This is the casein the specific
condition that the solution is activated automatically and henceno cognitive control
needs to be applied to inhibit preactivated solution-irrelevant associations of the
respective target word.As a consequence of this hypothesis, we further predict that
this dissociable process leading to AHA! solutions with and without prior restructuring
should differ in their behavioural, neural and eye-tracking related signature. This
overarching predictioncan be specified as follows.
Behavioral differences. If the solution in noRestructuring_AHAevents is
automatically co-activated by the target words without prior engagement of cognitive
control to inhibit irrelevant associationsthen noRestructuring_AHA events should be
solved faster, more accurately, with less search and search effort than the other three
event types.
Differences in pupil response. Additionally, noRestructuring_AHA events
should be processed earlierin a solution-relevant manner than the other events. Pupil
dilation has been related to recognition memory (Otero, Weekes & Hutton, 2011;
Kafkas&Montaldi, 2012)and lexical retrieval (Renner and Wlodarczak, 2017).
Therefore, we assume the pupil dilation to be larger in noRestructuring_AHAevents,
inparticularshortly after CRA problem presentation compared to all other event types.
Importantly, however, pupil dilation has also been related to surprise (Preuschoff et
al., 2011; Kloosterman et al., 2015). If the AHA! experience depends on how sudden
a solution is perceived and irrespective of prior restructuring, than both event
typeswith AHA! experience (Restructuring_AHA, noRestructuring_AHA) should show
asimilarlylargerpupil response during solution compared to events without AHA!
experience.
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Differences in BOLD response.If Restructuring_AHA events include increased
cognitive control during solution, we expect theseevents to involve more prefrontal
areas compared to noRestructuring_AHAevents during solution because successful
restructuring immediately preceedsthe solution.
Differences in fixation patterns. At last, this increased cognitive control for
Restructuring_AHA events should be related to reinterpreting the first target word
(restructuring). Therefore, participants should attend (in terms of number of fixations)
the first target word more strongly relative to the other words in this event type
compared to all other event types during solution. In contrast, since the solution for
noRestructuring_AHA events does not depend on the information of the first target
word (in the sense of reinterpreting its meaning), it should be fixated equally often
compared to the second and third target word before solution.
Material and Methods
Participants
The participants were recruited via an online platform in Hamburg. Participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were German native speakersand received a
financial compensation for their participation. The ethics committee of the German
Society for Psychology approved this study andinformed consent was signed by all
participants.Note, the data analyzed for this article have already been published
previously (see Becker et al., 2020a,b) but with a different research question in
focus.The participants were selected based on their performance (at least 40%
accuracy) in an online pretest where theyhad to solve 16 compound remote
associates.This procedure was originally necessary to ensure that the invited
participants for the fMRI study would most likely produce a sufficient number of
events for later analyses. For reasons of comparability, we kept this procedure
identical for the eye-tracking study.
From the fMRI sample, 14 participants were rejected based on this pretest, and from
the eyetracking study 4 particpants were rejected, respectively.
The sample of the eye-tracking experimentconsisted of 31 participants (age [in
years]: range=18-35, 20 females: M= 25.75; 11 males: M= 27.18).This sample size
excludes two participants that had to be removed due to technical issues(final eyetracking sample: n=29). That is to say, the eye-tracker was not able to track this
participants’ pupil and gaze in a stable manner.
Originally, 30 right-handed participants (age [in years]: range=18-31, 23 females: M=
23.5; 7 males: M= 25.1) were included into the fMRI experiment. However, only 27
particpants were included for the first second level fMRI analysis because three
subjects produced too few events per event type (i.e. they reported less than 5 times
to have solved the respective problem with [or without] AHA!). Finally, when further
controlling for differences in solution time between Restructuring_AHA and
noRestructuring_AHA events, only 22 subjects were included into the subsequent
fMRI analysis.
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Procedure
The experimental design was identical to the one described in Becker and colleagues
(2018, 2020b). For both (fMRI and eye-tracking) experiments, we used 66 items of a
modified CRA paradigm in German language. The procedure for both experiments
was nearly identical. The participants were instructed that the solution is a common
word from the German dictionary and that the prime can but does not have to be
semantically related to the solution. Participants completed four practice trials before
starting the experiment to ensure that they had understood all task instructions.

In three consecutive blocks 66 CRA problems were presented. For the fMRI
experiment, the maximal scan time per block was 15 minutes, hence participants
from this sample were presented with 60 items on average (SD = 6). The items per
block were randomized and the prime conditions as well as the blocks were
counterbalanced between the subjects. For the fMRI experiment,all four stimuli (that
is the prime as well as the prime together with the target words) were presented in
black letters on a white backgroundvertically centered of the screen. In contrast,for
the eye-tracking experimentall four stimuli were presented on a gray background to
minimize differences in luminance. Furthermore, to account for the fact that
participants tend to fixate the center of the screen irresepective of the task,the CRA
problems were presented 130 pixels below the center of the screen for the eyetracking experiment (Bindeman, 2010).
The timelineof the experiment is depicted in figure 1: First, a fixation cross was
presented for 600ms in the MR and 2000ms in the eye-tracking experiments. The
fixation cross was presented for 2000ms in the eye-tracking experiment to ensure
that the participants were really fixating on the same position before each trial start
and to have a baseline condition for the calculation of the event-related phasic pupil
response. Subsequently, the prime was presented on the screen for two seconds
before the three target words were added right next to it.The participants were
instructed to press a solution button when they were convinced to have found the
final solution and another button (search button) for every possible but wrong solution
that came to their mind.The prime together with the three target words was presented
for maximally 60 seconds or until the solution button was pressed.We continuously
presented the prime for the whole trial period to ensure that participants represent the
solution ir/relevant meaning (dewdrop or backdrop) of the first target word as a
function of the respective prime.If participants pressed the solution button within 60
seconds, they were presented with five response options for maximally eight
seconds. The first four options were gap words (e.g. R _ _ N) and the fifth option was
a one question mark representing an alternative solution, i.e. a solution that did not fit
to either of the four presented gap words.Within the four gap words,one was the
correct (e.g. R _ _ N for rain) and three were incorrect responses(e.g. S _ _ W, T _ _
L, E _ _ R). The goal of the short decision time of eight seconds was to prohibit
participants from re-evaluating their solution using the gap words. In 7.5%(7.3%) of
all trials participants indicated to have found an alternative solution in the fMRI (eye9

tracking)experiment. In the eye-tracking experiment, participants had the option to
type in their alternative solutionafter choosing the fifth response option. This solution
was later evaluated and counted as correct if the solution was a plausible compound.
In contrast, all alternative solutions in the fMRI study were not further analyzed
because theiraccuracy could not be determinedafterwards.Then, participants were
asked to indicate whether they experienced the solution accompanied by an AHA!
experience. We defined the AHA! experience for the participants as follows: “The
defining characteristic of a solution with an AHA! experience is how sudden and
obviously correct the solution appears to you. This can also be the case when you
have already searched for the solution for quite some time. In contrast, the solution
without AHA! appears to you more in a stepwise manner and not sudden. For
example, through active search you feel like you increasingly approached the
solution.”
At last, participants rated their effort to solve the problem (“How much effort did you
invest in finding a solution” – on a scale from 1 to 5; we will name this search effort)
and the next trial would start.If participants did not press the solution button within the
60 second time window, they were only asked about their search effort and
subsequently the next trial would start.

Figure 1.Timeline of the modified CRA paradigm.Note. Version for fMRI experiment; the
participants were instructed to press one button whenever they had a possible (but wrong) solution in
their mind and another button when they found the final solution. Upon pressing the button for the final
solution, they had max. 8 seconds to choose one of the five response options (option 5 indicates an
alternative solution).

Quantification of semantic relatedness.
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The CRA items were validated according to lexical (word length and frequency) and
statistical (accuracy, solution time) properties (the list of all items including their
properties can be viewed in the supplements in Becker et al., 2018).
Note, the prime (dew, back) as well as the prime compound (dewdrop, backdrop) can
be more or less semantically related to the solution/compound (rain, raindrop). We
assumed that the twofold semantic relationship between the prime/compound and
the solution/compound would induce more solution ir/relevant associations in the less
related prime condition.
The semantic relatedness of the respective prime/compound to the
solution/compound was estimated computationally via cosine distances. The cosine
distance between two words describes the angle between two vectors each
representing a word in a multidimensional space. These vectors are computed via
statistical co-occurences within a huge text corpus using a word embedding model
(see, Biemann et al., 2007). For lack of space the detailed description of estimating
word embedding models is omitted here (for a general description, see Levy &
Goldberg 2014a,b); for a description of how this method is applied in the context of
this paradigm, see Becker et al., 2018). The value range of the cosine distance is
between 0 and 1. A value close to 1 is interpreted as very high semantic distance
(little semantic similarity). The average cosine distance between the semantically
more related prime compound (backdrop, M=.59, SD=.09) to the solution compound
(raindrop) was significantly higher than the cosine distance between the semantically
less related prime compound (dewdrop,M=.41, SD=.08) to the solution compound
(raindrop) (t(65)=11.8, p<.001)[t(644.88)=31.01, p<.001]. Similarly, the difference in
cosine distance between the semantically less related (back; M=.72, SD=.07) and
more related prime (dew; M=.55, SD=.14) to the solution was also statistically
significant (t(65)=8.57, p<.001)[t(547.33)=24.21, p<.001].
When controlling for solution time differences between Restructuring_AHA and
noRestructuring_AHA events for the fMRI sample (n=22) by excluding trials, the
difference in cosine distance between both event types of the remaining trials was
still significant, see squared brackets above (here, a respective linear mixed model
was performed with subjects and trials as random effects to account for the fact that
different trials were excluded for different subjects).
The distinct effects of the prime or prime compound on the solution are described
elsewhere (Becker et al., 2018).
Eye-tracking
Procedure and experimental set-up.The experiment was executedusing an Eyelink
1000 Desktop Mount system (SR Research, Ontario Canada) recording the right eye
at 1000 Hz.Thestimuli were presented on a 20” monitor (1280 x 960 pixels, 60Hz)
using Matlab2013a (Mathworks, Natwick MA) with the psychophysics toolbox
(Brainard, 1997). Note, for the fMRI experiment, the stimuli were presented using
Neurobehavioral Systems Presentation software, version 18.3 (www.neurobs.com).
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The center of the screen was at the same level as the participants’ eyes and the
distance betweenthe stimulus presentation screen and the participants’ eyes was
50cm.Calibration took place before every experimental block and the average
calibration error across all runs was M = 0.397°, SD= 0.184°.

Preprocessingand quantification of task-evoked pupil response.The EyeLink software
automatically detects missing data and blinks which are then padded by 150ms and
linearly interpolated.To further correct for the effects of saccades and blinks on the
pupil response, we applied a procedure as described in Knapenand colleagues
(2016). The effect of saccades and blinks on the pupil response was estimated via
deconvolution and subsequently removed from the data using linear regression. A
bandpass filter (second-order Butterworth filter) of .01-10Hz was applied to the
residual pupil time series which was then z-scored per trial and resampled to 100 Hz.
We hypothesized that there may be event type related differences in pupil size at the
beginning of the trial as well as before the solution.We therefore computed two pupil
size values per trial andsubject based on these two phases of the trials. The first one
comprisedthe first three seconds after trial onset, that is when the prime and the
target words are presented together. We chose three seconds to be consistentwith
the previous reported fMRI data for this solution phase (see, Becker et al., 2020b).
The second phase of interest comprised the last second before the solution because
we were only interested in this last moment before participants would become aware
of the solution.All values of pupil response within the respective time window were
averaged across the trials of the condition.
Estimation of fixations.We had the specific hypothesis that participants would attend
the first target word more strongly in theRestructuring_AHA event type shortly before
the solution. As proxy for attention, we counted the number of fixations on each word
(prime + target word) for the time window of the last two seconds before solutionfor
every trial of every subject.We used a window of two seconds before the solution to
assure a sufficient number of fixations per region of interest. For this purpose,
rectangular regions of interest were constructed around each prime and each target
word.Fixation events were identified based on commonly used parameter definitions
(theEyeLink in its cognitive configuration uses velocity of 30º/sec, acceleration of
8,000º/sec, and motion thresholds of 0.15º (SR Research, 2007)).
Behavioral & eye tracking data analysis
Wereport behavioral results fromthe fMRI (MR sample) as well as from the eyetracking (EYE sample) experiment.The main independent variable of interest was the
dummy coded event type variable (noRestructuring_AHA, Restructuring_AHA,
noRestructuring_noAHA, Restructuring_noAHA).
To test all behavioral and eye-tracking related hypotheses, we chose to first set-up a
series of (general) linear mixed models ((G)LMMs) as summarized in table 1(Baayen,
Davidson & Bates, 2008). Subsequently, we performed post-hoc analyses to test for
12

specific hypotheses. The respective model estimates can be viewed in the appendix
intables 6-9.
Behavioral models.To investigate the influence of the event type variable on solution
time, accuracy, search and search effort, we set up a series of linear regression
models (see table 1). Additionally, all CRA items and subjects were modelled as
random intercept effects.
Pupil response model. To investigate the influence of the event type variable on pupil
response at both time points, we estimated the pupil response as a function of the
solution phase (binary variable - after trial start or before solution), the event type
variable and their interaction term (solution phase x event type), as well as a trialwise
pupil size baseline variable; see table 1).This baseline reflects the pupil size of each
trial during the presentation of the fixation cross for two seconds. We only included
those trials in the analysis in which the solution was not achieved within the first three
seconds.Because the variance explained by CRA items was close to zero, we
omitted this variable and only included subjects as random intercept into the model.
Because solution time differed between all event types, it was further investigated
whether solution time is a possible confound for observed differences in pupil size
between the event types. Therefore, we computeda second pupil response model
that was identical to the one described above but with solution time as additional
independent variable. Both models were subsequently compared using a Chi2-test.
Finally, two posthoc analyses (one during trial start and another during solution) were
carried out without the solution phase variable and without solution time as covariate
to further investigate the interaction between the solution phase and the event type
from the main analysis.
Fixation model. To estimate how often each presented word was attended (fixated)
before the solution, we used the number of fixations in any of the four presented
words within the last two seconds before the solution as dependent variable. As
independent variable we included the event type variable, a word variable indicating
which of the four words (prime or one of the three target words) was fixated together
with their respective interaction terms (event type* word) and a word lengthvariable
into the model (see table 1). The variable word length contained information about
the amount of letters per presented word. This variable is a covariate of no interest,
to account for the fact that words may be fixated more often simply because they are
longer. Here, we also calculated a GLMM with only subjects as random effect
because the variance explained by the CRA items variable was close to zero.It was
further investigated whether solution time is a possible confound for observed
differences in the amount of fixations between the event types. Therefore, we
calculated a second fixation model that was identical to the one described above but
with solution time as additional independent variable. Both models were
subsequently compared using a Chi2-test.
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Table 1
List of (G)LMMs: the influence of the event type onto solution time, accuracy,
search, search effort and pupil response

Behavioral models: RT / accuracy / search / search effort ~ event type+ (1|subjects) + (1|items) + ε
Pupil response model: pupil response ~ event type*solution phase+baseline +(1|subjects) + ε
Fixation model: number of fixations ~ event type*word + word length + (1|subjects) + ε

Note. We modeled solution time, accuracy, search (for potential solutions), search effort with the
same fixed and random effects. Event type = all four event types: Restructuring_AHA (restructuring
condition), noRestructuring_AHA, Restructuring_noAHA, noRestructuring_noAHA. RT = solution time.
The tilde signifies „predicted by“. ε = an error term; the pupil response refers to the averaged pupil
size values per respective solution phase (trial start or solution); word = which word was fixated (1st,
2nd, 3rd target word or prime). word length = amount of letters per presented word (1st, 2nd, 3rd target
word or prime);baseline = trialwisepupilsize during baseline (fixation cross before every trial); solution
phase = first three seconds after trial start or last second before solution.

The behavioral models and the pupil response model were carried out using the lme4
package (Bates, Maechler, Booler& Walker, 2014) in R (R Core Team, 2014). The
count variable search (number of search button presses) was modelled assuming a
Poisson error distribution with the default log link function (Gardner et al., 1995). For
accuracy (binary variable), we assumed a binomial error distribution with the default
logit link function (Bates et al., 2014). The pupil response, search effort and the
logarithm of solution time were modeled assuming a Gaussian error distribution.
Note, search effort approximated a uniform distribution but the error term of the
behavioral model using search effort as dependent variable was normally
distributed.Furthermore, visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal obvious
deviations from homoscedasticity and normality for the analyses of solution time,
pupil response, search effort and amount of search.
To model the amount of fixations, we used a negative binomial instead of a poisson
error distribution due to overdispersion and zeroinflation (Gardner et al., 1995).
Therefore, the glmmTMB package (version 0.2.3) in R was used to estimate the
fixation model (Millar & Russel, 2011).
P-values were obtained via the lmerTest-toolbox (version 3.1-1) or the emmeans
package (version 1.4.3.01) in R. When comparing multiple contrasts within a model
default Tukey’s method was appliedfor p-value adjustment.
Equivalence tests. We had two hypotheses that assume an absence of an effect.
Therefore, we performed two tests for practical equivalence using the bayestestRpackage (version 0.5.3.1) in R (Makowski et al., 2019). With equivalence testing it is
possible to falsify predictions about the presence of meaningful effects and thereby
declare their absence. Here, the null hypothesis is rejected when an effect is
observed within a lower and upper equivalence bound (Lakens et al., 2018).
First, it was tested whether noRestructuring_AHA vs Restructuring_AHAevents differ
in terms of their pupil response during solution. A LMM was set up that was identical
to the Pupil response model. However, for better interpretability of the equivalence
test we only included pupil response data of all four event types during solution
[hence, the solution phase variable was omitted].
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Second, it was tested whether the number of fixations in noRestructuring_AHAevents
during solution differs between the presented target words. A GLMM was set up that
was identical to the Fixation model except of the event type and word variable. For
reasons of better interpretability, we omitted both variables and instead included a
dummy coded variable that differentiated between the three target words and the
event typesnoRestructuring_AHA and Restructuring_AHA.
Both equivalence tests were performed on the parameters of both models based on
the equivalence bounds of .1 times the standard deviation of the respective outcome
variable (see recommendation for .5 times the standard deviation for a point
estimator in Norman, Sloan &Wyrwich, 2003).
MRI data acquisition, preprocessing and general linear analysis

Brain images were acquireduringa 3 Tesla Siemens MagnetomSkyra MRI scanner
system (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) with a 20-channel
radiofrequency head coil. Functional images were acquiredusing a T2*-weighted
echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to blood oxygen level dependent
(BOLD) contrast (TR = 2400 ms, TE = 30 ms, image matrix = 64 × 64, voxel size =
3.0 mm × 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm, flip angle = 80°, FOV = 216 mm, 36 axial slices).
Structural images were acquireduring a three-dimensional T1-weighted
magnetization prepared gradient-echo sequence (MPRAGE) (repetition time (TR) =
2500 ms; echo time (TE) = 2.12 ms; TI = 1100 ms, acquisition matrix = 256 × 256 ×
192, flip angle = 9°; FOV = 240 mm, voxel size = 0.8 mm× 0.8 mm× 0.9 mm).
Image Processing.All fMRI data analyses were performed in SPM12 (Welcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK).The fMRI images were slice-time
corrected, realigned and coregistered to the individual structural image. Structural
images were segmented into cerebral fluid, white and gray matterand normalized
using the derived deformationfieldto the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
space.The deformation field was applied then alsoto the functional images that were
subsequently smoothed with an 8-mm FWHM-Gaussian filter.
Statistical analyses. As implemented in SPM, all first and second level analyses were
conducted in the framework of general lineal models (GLMs). Two first level analyses
were conducted (subsequently named first level analyses #1 and #2). The first one
(#1) includes all trials(27 subjects). To exclude solution time as possible confound for
differences in BOLD response between no/Restructuring_AHA events, a second first
level model (#2) was set up with less trials (solution time did not differ anymore
between no/Restructuring_AHA events, 22 subjects). See table 3 for list of all second
level GLMs (appendix).
First level analysis #1: A total of 20 separate regressors were created for the event
related first level analysis (the numbers in brackets [1-20] indicate the number of the
respective regressors): We modeled the onset of each CRA problem [1] and all
search button presses together as a separate onset regressor [2]. Furthermore, we
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modeled the onset of the solution [3-6] for the four event types
(no/Restructuring_AHA, no/Restructuring_noAHA). To get an estimate of the
influence of solution time on the BOLD signal, we additionally included solution time
as parametric modulator [7-10] for the four event types during solution. We further
modeled all other remaining button presses (e.g. button presses regarding the 5
response options) using a separate nuisance onset regressor [11]. All eleven onset
regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF)
and its first temporal derivative. Additionally, we separately modeled the mean for
each of the three runs [12-14] and six motion parameters [15-20]. To remove
baseline drifts, a high-pass filter with a 128 sec cutoff period was applied. Finally for
each individual, simple contrast images were calculated from the beta weights of the
onset regressors [1-11].
Second level analysis #1a & #1b: First, we included the con images corresponding
to the four event types (no/Restructuring_AHA, no/Restructuring_noAHA) during
solution in a random effects analysis using SPM’s full factorial design (henceforth
called #1a). The specific contrasts are reported in the Results section. Second, to
estimate the effect of solution time on the results of especially the contrast
Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA, we conducted a separate SPM’s full
factorial design with only the betas of the parametric modulators of the four event
types during solution (henceforth called #1b). The spatial overlap between the
contrast Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA (green) and the significant
clusters of the parametric modulator solution time for Restructuring_AHA events (red)
is depicted in figure 6 in the appendix.
To correct formultiple comparisons, a cluster threshold of p< .001 (t > 3.19,
uncorrected) was applied at the voxel level.Theresulting clusters were whole brain
FWE corrected for multiple comparions at p<.05.
First level analysis #2: Based on the results of the parametric modulator, we
explored whether the observed differences in mean BOLD response from the
contrast Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHAwereonly due to the longer
solution time in the restructuring condition. Therefore, we conducted an additional
first level analysis (#2) that was identical to #1 with two exceptions: We omitted the
estimation of parametric modulators and included only a reduced number of trials for
no/Restructuring_AHA events. That is to say, for eachsubject we excluded trials for
no/Restructuring_AHA events until both event types would not significantly differ in
solution time anymore (p>.7). Furthermore, we excluded subjects from the
subsequent analysis if less than 5 trials per event type (no/Restructuring_AHA) would
remain. This led to an exclusion of another 5 subjects (final subject size n=22) and
solution time between both event types over all 22 subjects revealed no significant
difference anymore (t(629.3)=0.035, p=.403). On average, 17.6 (SD=4.60) trials for
the noRestructuring_AHA and 10.68 (SD=4.23) trials for the Restructuring_AHA
condition remained per person. Note, for the event types no/Restructuring_noAHA,
we used all available trials per subject because there were not enough trials to adjust
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for differences in solution time and because these event types were not theoretically
relevant given our hypotheses.
A total of 16 separate regressors were created (the numbers in brackets [1-16]
indicate the number of the respective regressors): We modeled the onset of each
CRA problem [1] and all search button presses as a separate onset regressor [2].
Furthermore, we modeled the onset of the solution [3-6] for the four event types
[no/Restructuring_AHA, no/Restructuring_noAHA]. Note, for no/Restructuring_AHA
events we used a reduced number of trials adjusted for solution time.
We further modeled all other remaining button presses (e.g. button presses regarding
the 5 response options) using a separate nuisance onset regressor [7]. All seven
onset regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function
(HRF) and its first temporal derivative. Additionally, we separately modeled the mean
for each of the three runs [8-10] and six motion parameters [11-16]. A high-pass filter
with a 128 sec cutoff period was applied to remove baseline drifts. Finally, simple
contrast images were calculated from the beta weights of the onset regressors [1-6]
for each individual.
Second level analysis #2a & #2b: For reasons of comparability, we used the same
full factorial design as in #1 including the four event types (noRestructuring_AHA,
Restructuring_AHA, noRestructuring_noAHA, Restructuring_noAHA) during solution
(henceforth called #2a). We expected a substantial reduction of power due to a
reduction in subject and trial number. To avoid type II errors, we adopted themore
lenientbut still widely accepted cluster threshold of p<.005 at the voxel level, (t > 2.96,
uncorrected) and the resulting clusters were again whole brain FWE corrected for
multiple comparions at p<.05 (Liebermann & Cunningham, 2009).
Two clusters (left and right anterior insula/ IFG) from the analysis #1 for the contrast
Restucturing_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA did not survive in analysis #2a. However,
for sake of transparency given that less statistical power was expected, we decided
to list the corresponding t-values. For confirmatory reasons, we additionally
performed SPM’s flexible factorial model which was identical to the full factorial #2a
(four
event
types
(noRestructuring_AHA,
Restructuring_AHA,
noRestructuring_noAHA, Restructuring_noAHA during solution) but included an
additional random subject factor (henceforth called #2b). We reasoned that that the
flexible factorialmodel in SPM is more sensitive to detect differences between both
event types (no/Restructuring_AHA) as it corrects for violations of the IID assumption
(of independent and identically distributed random variables)that were expected due
to fewer trials and subjects. Here, we adopted the usual cluster inducing threshold of
p< .001 (t > 3.19, uncorrected) at the voxel level.Theresulting clusters were whole
brain FWE corrected for multiple comparions at p<.05.
All anatomical areas were determined using the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al.,
2002) based on the peak voxels from the random effects analysis. The reported
coordinates correspond to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinate
system (MNI) (Evans et al., 1993). Finally, for visualization of the significant clusters,
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we superimposed the statistical map from the respective contrast on an averaged
normalized structural image of all participants.
Results
Behavioral results
Frequency
The frequencies of solutions per event type (no/Restructuring_AHA,
no/Restructuring_noAHA) for both samples are shown in figure2.

Figure 2.Frequency per event type (raw values). Frequency = average frequency of respective
event type per subject. noRS_AHA = noRestructuring_AHA events; RS_AHA= Restructuring_AHA
events; noRS_noAHA = noRestructuring_noAHA events; RS_noAHA = Restructuring_noAHA events;
noRS_nS = CRA problems that were presented with a more closely related prime and not solved;
RS_nS = CRA problems that were presented with a less closely related prime (restructuring condition)
and not solved.Frequency per event type was depicted separately for the MR sample (round shape)
and for the EYE sample (triangle shape). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.Solutions
without AHA! experience and unsolved problems are depicted in gray because they were not part of
the hypotheses and only plotted for sake of completeness.

Behavioral model
The influence of the event type on accuracy, solution time, search and search effort
for both samples is shown in figure3, their marginal means can be found in tables45and the respective model estimates can be found intables6-9(appendix).
Solution
time.Solution
time
was
significantly
shorter
fornoRestructuring_AHAcompared to Restructuring_AHA events in the MR sample
(t(1442.61)=-8.31, p<.001) and in the EYE sample (t(1510)=-9.31, p<.001).
NoRestructuring_AHAevents
were
also
solved
significantlyfaster
than
noRestructuring_noAHAin the MR sample (t(1466.94)=-4.38, p<.001) as well as in
the EYE sample (t(1558)=-11.62, p<.001). Furthermore, solution time for
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noRestructuring_AHAevents
was
also
significantly
faster
than
for
Restructuring_noAHAevents in the MR sample (t(1465.63)=-11.56, p<.001) and in
the EYE sample (t(1532)=-20.65, p<.001) (see fig. 3, upper left panel).
Accuracy.On average noRestructuring_AHA events were solved significantly more
accurately compared to Restructuring_AHA events in the MR sample (z=2.81, p<.05)
but not in the EYE sample (p>.16).Furthermore, accuracy was higher for
noRestructuring_AHA events compared tonoRestructuring_noAHAevents in theMR
sample(z=4.51, p<.001) as well as in the EYE sample (z=4.36, p<.001). Similarly,
significantly more problems were solved correctly for noRestructuring_AHA
compared to Restructuring_noAHA events in the MR sample (z=9.11, p<.001) and in
the EYE sample (z=8.58, p<.001) events (see fig. 3, upper right panel).
Search. On average, participants pressed less often the search buttonfor
noRestructuring_AHA compared to Restructuring_AHA events in the MR sample (z=6.42, p<.001) and in the EYE sample (z=-3.60, p<.001). Less search buttons were
also pressed for noRestructuring_AHA compared to noRestructuring_noAHA events
in the MR sample (z=-9.59, p<.001) and in the EYE sample (z=-6.78, p<.001).
Similarly, less search buttons were pressed for noRestructuring_AHA compared to
Restructuring_noAHA events in the MR sample (z=-15.60, p<.001) and in the EYE
sample (z=-10.86, p<.001)(see fig. 3, lower left panel).
Search effort. Participants reported less effort to search for a solution for
noRestructuring_AHA compared to Restructuring_AHA events in the MR sample
(t(1572.13)=-4.45, p<.001) and in the EYE sample (t(1523)=-4.47, p<.001). Similarly,
participants reported significantly less search effort for noRestructuring_AHA
compared to noRestructuring_noAHA events in the MR sample (t(1619.67)=-9.24,
p<.001) and in the EYE sample (t(1567)=-9.36, p<.001). Finally,
noRestructuring_AHA events were also associated with less search effort compared
to Restructuring_noAHA events in the MR sample (t(1598.36)=-17.10, p<.001) and in
the EYE sample (t(1546)=-17.04, p<.001) (see, fig. 3, lower right panel).
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Figure 3. Behavioral models – Influence of event type on solution time, accuracy, amount of
search and search effortdemonstrated for both samples. Asterisks represent p-values: *** =
p<.001, * = p<.05; ns = not significant; noRS_AHA = noRestructuring_AHA events; RS_AHA =
Restructuring_AHA events; noRS_noAHA = noRestructuring_noAHA events; RS_noAHA =
Restructuring_noAHA events; error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Respective values per
event type are model estimates and were depicted separately for the MR sample (round shape) and
for the EYE sample (triangle shape). Solutions without AHA! experience are depicted in gray because
they were not directly part of the hypotheses and only plotted for sake of completeness.

Eye-tracking results
Pupil response model
The pupil response as a function of the event type is shown in figure 4 and table 1 0
(appendix). The pupil response model with solution time as covariate did not reveal a
statistically significantly better model fit than the pupil response model without
solution time (Chi2(1)=3.09, p=.079). Furthermore, none of the results from the pupil
response model without solution time changed significantly due to inclusion of
solution time as additional covariate. Therefore, all subsequent main effects and
post-hoc analyses will be reported from the pupil response model without solution
time.
There was a main effect of solution phase suggesting that pupil response was higher
during solution than during trial start (t(3076.94)= 14.65, p<.001). Furthermore, pupil
dilation in general and irrespective of the solution phase was higher for
noRestructuring_AHA events compared to Restructuring_AHAevents (t(3080.13)=2.78, p<0.01) but not to noRestructuring_noAHA (p>0.07) and Restructuring_noAHA
(p>0.21) events. There was a significant solution phase and event type interaction
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(t(3076.94)= 2.03, p<0.05) for Restructuring_AHA vs. noRestructuring_AHA events.
A visual inspection of figure 4 and a post-hoc analysis revealed that the pupil was
only more strongly dilated for noRestructuring_AHA compared to Restructuring_AHA
events during trial start (t(1528.65)=2.75, p<0.01) [as well as for
noRestructuring_noAHA (t(1547.27)=2.39, p<0.05) and Restructuring_noAHA events
(t(1540.62)= 2.09, p<0.05) during trial start]. However during solution,
Restructuring_AHAand noRestructuring_AHA) did not significantly differ (p>.9)
anymore but pupil size was more strongly dilated for solutions with accompanied
AHA! (Restructuring_AHA, noRestructuring_AHA) compared to solutions without
AHA! (noRestructuring_noAHA, Restructuring_noAHA) (t(1547.68)=3.01, p<.01).
The difference in pupil response (mean difference = -.004, SE = 0.043; t(1527)=.089, p=0.93) between both solutions accompanied by an AHA! experience during
solution was not significantly different from zero. According to the equivalence test,
the 95% confidence intervall [CI: -.09; .08] of the parameter values that distinguishes
between both solutions with accompanied AHA! experience fell inside the region of
practical equivalence [-0.09; 0.09].

Figure 4.Pupil response model – Influence of event type and solution phase on pupil
response.Asterisks represent p-values: ** = p<.01, * = p<.05;noRS_AHA= noRestructuring_AHA;
RS_AHA = Restructuring_AHA, noRS_noAHA = noRestructuring_noAHA; RS_noAHA =
Restructuring_noAHA; error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.Respective values per event
type and solution phase are estimates from the pupil response model. Solutions without AHA!
experience are depicted in gray because they were not directly part of the hypotheses and only plotted
for sake of completeness.

Fixation model
The number of fixations and how they are distributed among the presented words
(prime, first, second and third target word) as a function of the event type within the
last two seconds before the solution are demonstrated in figure 5. The fixation model
with solution time does not differ from the fixation model without solution time (Chi2
(1)=0, p=1). Therefore, all subsequent main effects and post-hoc analyses will be
reported from the fixation model without solution time.The model estimates can be
viewed in table 11 (appendix).
There is an overall main effect for the number of fixations on the first target word as it
is more often fixated than the second (z=3.84, p<.001) and third (z=4.52, p=<.001)
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target
word
and
the
prime
(z=15.99,
p<.001).
Furthermore,
in
Restructuring_AHAevents more overall fixations were made compared to
noRestructuring_AHA events (z=2.93, p<.01), while there was no significant evidence
for more fixations during this time window for Restructuring_AHA compared to
noRestructuring_noAHA (p>.33) and Restructuring_noAHA (p>.09) events.
Significant interactions between the presented word and the event type can be
observed in table 11 (appendix).
A posthoc analysis revealed, that there was no evidence of the first target word to be
fixated more often for Restructuring_AHA events compared to all other events
(p>.19). Importantly however, only in Restructuring_AHA events the first target word
target word was relatively more often fixated when compared to the second (t(6317)=
3.84, p<0.05) and third (t(6317)= 4.52, p<0.001) target word. There was no evidence
that the first target word was relatively more often fixated compared to the second
and
third
target
word
in
neither
noRestructuring_noAHA
(p>.81),
Restructuring_noAHA (p>.05) nor noRestructuring_AHA (p>.99) events.
Finally, we did not find evidence that theamount of fixations for the first target word
isstatistically different to the other target words for noRestructuring_AHAevents (first
vs. second target word: mean difference = 0.015, SE=.054, z=-.274, p=1; first vs.
third target word: mean difference = -.044, SE = .054, z=-.809, p=1). The equivalence
test suggests that the 95% confidence interval of the mean difference between the
first vs. second target word [95%CI: -.12;0.09] liesentirely inside the region of
practical equivalence [-.13, .13]. However, only 76.24% of the 95% confidence
interval regarding the difference between the first vs. third target word [95% CI: -.03;
.18] lies inside the region of practical equivalence.

Figure 5. Fixation model – Influence of event type and presented words (1 st, 2nd, 3rd target word
or prime word) on the amount of fixations.Asterisks represent p-values: *** = p<.001, * = p<.05;1st
T = 1st target word, 2ndT = 2nd target word, 3rdT = 3rd target word. The amount of fixations refer to a
time window of the last two seconds before the participants pressed the solution button. The first
target word (drop) is the one that needs to be verbally restructured when presented with a less related
prime (backdrop). noRS_AHA= noRestructuring_AHA; RS_AHA = Restructuring_AHA, noRS_noAHA
= noRestructuring_noAHA; RS_noAHA = Restructuring_noAHA; error bars represent between subject
95% confidence intervals.Respective values per event type are estimates from fixation model.
Solutions without AHA! experience are depicted in gray because they were not directly part of the
hypotheses and only plotted for sake of completeness.
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fMRI results
Second level model#1a - Main effects for event types during solution without adjusted
solution time.
We tested whether Restructuring_AHA events involve more cognitive control during
solution specifically in areas related to restructuring compared to
noRestructuring_AHA events. The random effects analysis of the contrast
Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA during solution revealed a significant
activation in the following three clusters: the left anterior insula extending into the left
inferior frontal gyrus, the right anterior insula and left anterior cingulum extending into
bilateral superior medial prefrontal gyrus (for details see table 2). The significant
clusters from the latter contrast are shown in fig. 6.
The reverse contrast (noRestructuring_AHA>Restructuring_AHA) did not reveal any
significant results.
Furthermore and for the sake of completeness, contrasting both solutions without
accompanied AHA! experience did not lead to any significant results for the contrast
Restructuring_noAHA
>
noRestructuring_noAHA.
The
reverse
contrast
noRestructuring_noAHA > Restructuring_noAHA revealed a significant cluster in the
bilateral medial orbital frontal gyrus [peak voxel x;y;z(MNI) = 4,36,-12; t=4.99; cluster
size: 127 voxels; p<.01].
Second level model #1b- Influence of parametric modulator solution time on BOLD
response for Restructuring_AHA events
The behavioral results revealed that Restructuring_AHA problems take longer to
solve than noRestructuring_AHA problems. Therefore, we first explored whether the
observed clusters from the Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA contrast
spatially overlap with those voxels that significantly correlate with solution time for
Restructuring_AHA events. Clusters of BOLD response were significantly correlated
with solution time in the right inferior frontal gyrus, the right anterior insula, the right
supplementary motor area, the left inferior frontal gyrus (pars orbitalis), the right
superior frontal gyrus, bilateral caudate nucleus, the middle occipital gyrus and the
left anterior cingulum. All clusters are detailed in table 2. The spatial overlap between
the contrast Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA and the significant clusters of
the parametric modulator solution time for Restructuring_AHA events is depicted in
figure 7, appendix.
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Figure 6.fMRI results for contrast Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA.
Upper left panel:Significant BOLD response for contrast Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA
not adjusted for solution time between both event types (FullFactorial #1). RT adjusted = solution time
adjusted: reduced number of onsets was included in the GLM so that solution time between
no/Restructuring_AHA events is no longer significantly different (p>.4). Threshold for
visualization:voxel-based p<.001; cluster-based p<.05, FWE corrected.
Upper right panel: Plot represents beta values for peak voxel in left anterior insula [-28, 22, 4] per
event type for this contrast. Solutions without AHA! experience are depicted in gray because they were
not part of the hypotheses and only plotted for sake of completeness.
Lower
left
panel:
Significant
BOLD
response
for
contrast
Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHAadjusted for solution time between both even types (second
level model #2a). Threshold for visualization:voxel-based p<.005; cluster-based p<.05, FWE
corrected).
Lower right panel.Plot represents beta values for peak voxel [-18,34,26] from ACC cluster per event
type for this contrast.
Error bars in upper and lower right panel present 90% confidence intervals and asterisks represent a
significant difference.

Second
level
model
#2a
Main
effects
for
contrast
Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA during solution with adjusted solution time
The cluster with the left anterior cingulum extending into left superior medial frontal
gyrus and white matter was also significant with the reduced number of trials and
subjects (see table 2, fig. 6, lower right panel). However, the two anterior insular/IFG
clusters failed to reach significance when corrected for multiple comparisons. The
reversed contrast did not reveal any significant clusters.
Second
level
model
2b#
Main
effects
for
contrast
Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA during solution with adjusted solution time
The contrastRestructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA revealed two significant
clusters in the anterior cingulum. One cluster extended into superior medial frontal
gyrus [peak voxel x;y;z(MNI) = -12,40,18; t=4.06; cluster size: 145, voxels;
p<.001]and the other one into white matter [peak voxel x;y;z(MNI) = 2,44,6; t=4.11;
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cluster size: 152 voxels; p<.001]. The reverse contrast did not reveal any significant
clusters.
Table 2.
fMRI results from the second level models #1a, #1b and #2a during solution
Side

Peak voxel MNI Cluster P-value of Peak t score
coordinates (mm)
size cluster size
x
y
z
(voxel)
(FWE)

#1a - Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA events
ACC extendingto SMFG
L/R 18
34
26
520
AIC extending to IFG
L
-32
24
2
581
AIC extending to IFG, pars
R
36
10
-6
307
orbitalis

<.001
<.001
<.001

5.50 [4.46*]
4.64 [2.96*]
4.20 [2.21*]

#1b - brain areas correlating with solution time for Restructuring_AHA events
ACC
IFG
AIC
SMA
IFG, pars orbitalis
superior frontal gyrus
middleoccipitalgyrus
caudate

L
R
R
R
L
R
R
L/R

-4
42
34
6
-30
28
34
14

16
24
28
14
30
46
-74
10

28
16
0
48
-8
20
32
12

167
642
237
645
316
157
311
180

#2a - Restructuring_AHA>noRestructuring_AHA events
ACC extending to SMFG,
L/R 18
34 26
614
and left middle frontal gyrus

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.005

4.16
5.88
5.68
5.32
5.26
4.82
4.35
4.21
4.46

Note. #1 – analysis with all trials included; #2 – analysis with less trials included but similar trial
length between no/Restructuring_AHA events (p<.4);clusters are whole-brain FWE corrected for
multiple comparisons at p < .05 and voxelwise threshold was p<.001 for #1 and p<.005 for #2 (see
Liebermann & Cunningham, 2009); L = left; R = right; size (voxel) = cluster size, peak t score =
maximimum t value of significantly activated clusters; ACC = anterior cingulum; AIC= anterior insular
cortex; SMFG = superior medial frontal gyrus; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; SMA = supplementary
motor area; squared brackets: t value for same voxel from second level model #2a (less included
trials for no/Restructuring_AHA events to adjust for solution time); asterisk signifies that the values
for the respective peak voxel are significant (uncorrected).

Discussion
In this article, we tested the hypothesis that solutions for verbal insight problems
accompanied by an AHA! experience can also occur without prior restructuring. In
other words, we argue that the link between the AHA! experience and restructuring is
not as close as previously assumed. Moreover, we tested the derived hypothesis that
dissociable processes underlie AHA! solutions with and without prior
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restructuring.Results from two independent samples demonstrate that AHA! solutions
do existwithout prior restructuring (noRestructuring_AHAevents) and that this event
type is, in fact, the most frequent one (35-40% of all solved CRA problems).
As potential mechanism, we proposed that this phenomenon occurs when the
problem is not immediately obvious butspreading activation starting from the target
words activatesrelated concepts that in turn activate the solution word. As a
consequence, the solution wordis activated strongly enough to become aware. In
contrast, we proposeda different solution process for problemssolved with an AHA!
experience but with prior restructuring (Restructuring_AHAevents). Spreading
activation from the target words at first does not suffice to activate the
solutionbecause too many solution irrelevant associations are activated. Spreading
activation can only activate the solution afterinvolvement of restructuring orcognitive
control. Cognitive control in this specific context means redirecting the attentional
focus to those solution-irrelevant associations and subsequently inhibiting them as
well as activatingother (solutions-relevant) associations.
Derived from these two assumed mechanisms, we argued that the AHA! experience
does not underlie a single neurocognitive process. If that was true, thenboth types of
AHA! solutions (no/Restructuring_AHAevents) should exhibit dissociablebehavioral,
neuronal and eye-tracking related signatures. Taken together, our resultssupport this
hypothesis:
We could show converging evidence from both samples that
noRestructuring_AHA events are solved faster, involve less search and search effort
compared to Restructuring_AHAevents (and solutions without AHA! experience).
Concerning accuracy, more problems were solved correctly fornoRestructuring_AHA
compared to Restructuring_AHA eventsonly in the MR but not in the EYE sample.
This suggests that accuracy is not a stable predictor for differences in solutions with
AHA! experience but only for differences between solutions with and without
accompanied AHA! experience (see discussion further below). In sum, the behavioral
results suggest that Restructuring_AHA events involve an additional source of task
difficulty compared to noRestructuring_AHA events.
Furthermore, we provide evidence from fixation patterns two seconds before
the solution that this additional source of task difficulty for Restructuring_AHA events
may specifically refer to the need of reinterpreting the first target word and hence to
restructuring. Only for Restructuring_AHA events, participants fixated the first target
word significantly more often than the other target words. In contrast,
fornoRestructuring_AHAevents the solution did not seem to depend on the first target
word as it was fixated equally often as the second target word. Similary, no significant
difference could be observed in the amount of fixations between the first and the third
target word for noRestructuring_AHA events (note, however, theamount of fixations
for the first and the third target words was also not statistically equivalent).
In line with the behavioral and fixation pattern results, we provide evidence
that Restructuring_AHA events during solution involve more prefrontal brain areas
(ACC) associated with cognitive control compared to noRestructuring_AHA
events.TheACC, as part of the salience network,is one of the brain areas that is most
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consistently associated with insight solutions in general (see Sprugnoli et al., 2017;
Dietrich & Kanso, 2010). Note, there are other regions like the right anterior temporal
gyrus (Tik et al., 2018; Jung-Beeman et al., 2004) as well as the medial temporal
lobe including the hippocampus and the amygdalathat have also been associated
with insight problem solving (Kizilirmak et al., 2016 & 2019; Becker et al., 2020b;
Ludmer et al., 2011). However, the ACC has additionally been identified in the
context of restructuring and interpreted as mediator of breaking one’s mental set to
form novel task-related associations (Zhao et al., 2013; Luo et al. 2004b, Wu et al.,
2013). That is to say, the ACC may function as a “warning system” in the sense that
activated solution-irrelevant associations are hindering the retrieval of the correct
solution. This interpretation is in line with the ACC’s associated function of conflict
monitoring during cognitive control (Botwinick et al., 2004; Kerns et al., 2004). Apart
from the ACC, we also found increased IFG and anterior insular activation for the
contrast Restructuring_AHA > noRestructuring_AHA. The IFG has been associated
with inhibiting those solution-irrelevant problem elements and activating other (among
them solution-relevant) elementsnecessary to retrieve the correct solution from
memory (Becker et al., 2020a; Wu et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2015).However, BOLD
response in theseareaswas correlated with solution time (see fig. 7, appendix).When
correcting for the difference in solution time, activity in the IFG(and anterior
insula)related to the Restructuring_AHA condition decreased as illustrated in figure 6
(upper left panel) and the difference did not survive the correction for multiple
comparisons anymore. Thismay bedue to the loss in power given that fewer trials and
subjects were included in the solution time adjusted GLM.Hence, further research is
necessary to disentangle both effects in IFG and to investigate to which degree
increased solution time in Restructuring_AHA events reflects restructuring relevant
and irrelevant processes.
In sum, the fMRI evidence supports the assumption that Restructuring_AHA events
involve more cognitive control during solution than noRestructuring_AHA events as
reflected in increased BOLD response in ACC. This increased response may reflect a
“breaking of the mental set” as in an error signal towards the solution-irrelevant
meaning of the first target word.
At last, there is first evidence from pupil response that noRestructuring_AHA
events may beprocessed earlier compared to Restructuring_AHAevents (and
solutions without AHA! experience) as measured by increased pupil dilation during
trial start. Differences in pupil response have been related to recognition memory and
lexical retrieval: Otero and colleagues found the pupil to be more strongly dilated
when participants viewed old versus new items during recognition memory tests
suggesting that the pupil dilation may reflect the strength of the underlying memory
trace (Otero, Weekes & Hutton, 2011). In addition, Kafkas&Montaldi (2012) report
larger pupil dilations related to recognition memory of visual object stimuli. Finally,
Renner and Wlodarczak report greater pupil dilation shortly after stimulus onset
related to lexical retrieval (Renner &Wlodarczak, 2017).
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In sum, the presented results together suggest that 1) there can be solutions with
AHA! experience but without prior restructuring; 2) solutions accompanied by anAHA!
experience exhibit dissociableneural, behavioral and eye-tracking related processes
as a function of restructuring and thereforeare supported by different neurocognitive
processes.
Themain question that arises from these results is the following. Ifan AHA!
experience is not necessarily caused by restructuring, then what does itreflect?
It may just suffice that the solution is perceivedas sudden and correctto
experience an AHA! while the AHA! experience itself may be indifferent to the cause
of why the problem is solved suddenly.
There is various evidence that the perceived correctness and suddenness or surpise
asa related concept (Bilalićet al., 2019) are key to differentiate between solutions with
and without AHA! experience: Accuracy has been consistently shown to be higher for
solutions with compared to without an AHA! experience (Danek et al., 2014;Salvi et
al., 2016; Becker et al., 2020b, Webb et al., 2016). Furthermore, pupil response has
been associated with surprise (Preuschoff et al., 2011; Kloostermanet al., 2015).The
results presented heredemonstrate that during solution, pupil response is statistically
equivalentbetween solutions with AHA! experience irrespective of the restructuring
condition and pupil reponse is significantly higher than for solutions without AHA!
experience. Hence, both solutions accompanied by an AHA! may have been
perceived as similarly surprising and respectively more surprising than solutions
without AHA! experience. A similar result has also been reported before by Salvi and
colleagues (2019).Using a non modifiedCRA paradigm, they also report increased
pupil response for solutions with compared to without AHA! experience during
solution. Moreover, pupil response has also been associated with emotional arousal
(Bradley et al., 2008; Partala&Surakka, 2003).Hence, the increased pupil response
for both AHA! solutions (no/Restructuring_AHAevents) could equally well reflect the
positive affectiveresponse tothe sudden occurrence of the solution.
However, if the AHA! experience only depends on the nonobvious solution to be
perceived as sudden and correct irrespective of prior restructuring, why has this
event type not been reported before? According to the representational change
theory and its successors, it is assumed that a correct initial problem representation
should progress smoothly and continuously to a solution not leading to an AHA!
experience (see Danek, 2018; Ohlsson, 1992). Hence, a solution with accompanied
AHA! experience to a problem whose initial problem representation was initially
correct (and therefore needed no prior restructuring as in noRestructuring_AHA
events) should not exist according to this theory. However, this very assumption does
not necessarily hold in CRAs. Here, the solution is not immediately obvious 2 even if
2

Note, there are CRA problems that are solved in two are less seconds. Most likely the solution word was
directly activated by the target words. These kind of solutions are not considered as neither insight nor trial
and error solutions.
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the meaning of all target words would be presented in a solution-relevant way. The
reason for this is because the solution word still needs to be retrieved from
memory.We speculate that this additional retrieval process may take enough time
(e.g. more than 2 seconds) for the solution to seem non-obvious at first and therefore
produce a sense of surprise upon retrieval of the solution. This should especially be
the case if the solution word is automatically activated via other concepts being
activated first which then in turn activate the solution. In contrast in classical insight
tasks, the solution is most likely not immediately obvious to the solver because the
solver acquired an incorrect problem representation (requiring restructuring and
subsequently leading to an AHA! experience). In sum, while in classical insight tasks
an incorrect problem representation, restructuring and the AHA! experience coincide
most of the time, this is not the case for CRAs. In CRAs, a solution can seem nonobvious at the beginning without initial incorrect problem representation due to a
memory retrieval component.
Importantly, while the AHA! experience itself may be indifferent to the cause of why a
solution was generated suddenly, the quality or subjective experience of the AHA!
may be dependent on whether or not restructuring preceded the solution
accompanied by AHA!.
The AHA! experience is not a unitary construct as behavioral, neural and eyetracking related results from this study demonstrate. Furthermore, Danek and
colleagues showed that the different dimensions of the AHA! experience like
pleasure, suddeness and certainty can vary in magnitude and quality (Danek& Wiley,
2017). Hence, it is possible that an AHA! solution may be experienced with more
pleasure and a higher degree of suddenness when the problem was restructured
compared to when it was not. For this study, the AHA! experience was measured in a
binary mode (absence or presence of AHA! experience) as it is also done with
classical CRAs (Jung-Beeman et al., 2004, Salvi et al., 2016; Bowden & JungBeeman, 2007). Furthermore, when defining the concept of the AHA! experience for
the participant (see Method’s section), we stressed the cognitive component of the
AHA! experience (suddenness, certainty) while not explicitly emphasizing on its
emotional component (surprise, positive affect). With the available data, the abovementioned different nuances in the AHA! experience including its emotional
component cannot be differentiated as a function of prior restructuring. Therefore,
future insight research using (modified) CRAs should assess the AHA! experience in
a more nuanced way including its emotional component, the magnitude and quality of
this subjective experience.
Of course, the question would still be why the solution with an accompanied AHA! is
perceived as sudden and obviously correct. In this context, we proposed a spreading
activation account that at least in the case of CRAs could explain why a solution
suddenly becomes aware to the solver.Note, this account is closely related to earlier
theories of unconscious processing in insight problem solving (Bowden & Beeman,
1998; Bowden, 1997).These proposed distinct CRA solution processes (both
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including spreading activation as a key concept) are in line with the results. However,
those processes are only descriptive. To falsify their implicit assumptions, agoal for
future research should be to formalize those solution processes into a neural network
model, simulate data and compare the results to the empirical data. First promising
modelling approaches on creative problem solving can be found in the literature(Sun
&Helie, 2010;Olteteanu et al., 2015; Kajic et al., 2017). However, this line of research
is still vastly unexplored and just beginning to emerge. For example,we are not aware
of any attempts to formalize or model restructuring.
One might argue that solutions with accompanied AHA! experience but without
restructuring cannot be classified as insight anymore because the restructuring
aspect is missing. Whether noRestructuring_AHA events can be classified as insight,
depends on its definition. Researchers have distinguished insight from non-insight
solutions with (e.g. Danek et al., 2020; Ohlsson, 1992) but also without (e.g. Bowden
& Beeman, 1997) restructuring as necessary prerequisite. However, irrespective of
which insight definition one adopts, the results of this study have important
implications for further insight research especially when investigating CRAs. First, it
cannot not be implied anymore that restructuring has taken place by just measuring
the AHA! experience. Second, if a defintion of insight including both restructuring and
the AHA! experience is accepted, then additional effort should be made to assess
both aspects of insight. But even if one were to accept a definition of insight without
the concept of restructuring, a separate investigation of AHA! solutions with and
without restructuring is advisable given their dissociable underlying neurocognitive
processes.
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Appendix
Table 3.
List of GLMs for fMRI analysis
Model name Onset regressors
#1a
#1b
#2a
#2b

4 onset regressors (4 event types)
4 PM solution time * 4 event types
4 onset regressors (4 event types)
4 onset regressors (4 event types)

sample
size

adjusted for
voxel-based
solution time? threshold

n=27
n=27
n=22
n=22

no
yes
yes

p<.001
p<.001
p<.005
p<.001

Note. The four event types refer to no/Restructuring_AHA and no/Restructuring_noAHA events
during solution. PM = parametric modulator.

Table 4.
Marginal means of solution time and accuracy per event type
Solution time (in sec)
Accuracy (in % correct)
MR sample
EYE sample
MR sample
EYE sample
noRS_AHA
RS_AHA
noRS_noAHA
RS_noAHA

9.9 (8.7 - 11.3)
13.9 (12.1 - 15.9)
17.3 (5.1 - 19.9)
23.9 (20.9 - 27.4)

9.0 (8.0 – 10.1)
13.1 (11.6 - 14.7)
15.6 (13.7 -17.7)
22.8 (20.1 - 25.8)

94 (91 - 96)
89 (84 - 93)
84 (78 -89)
69 (61 -76)

97 (95 - 99)
96 (93 - 98)
91 (85 - 95)
78 (67 - 85)

Note. noRS_AHA = noRestructuring_AHA; RS_AHA = Restructuring_AHA; noRS_noAHA = noRestructuring_AHA;
RS_noAHA = Restructuring_noAHA; the values represent marginal means and the values in parentheses are the
95% confident intervalls.

Table 5.
Marginal means of search and search effort per event type
Search
Search effort
MR sample
EYE sample
MR sample
EYE sample
noRS_AHA
RS_AHA
noRS_noAHA
RS_noAHA

0.39 (0.36 - 0.74)
0.81 (0.57 - 1.16)
1.07 (0.75 - 1.52)
1.44 (1.02 - 2.04)

0.43 (0.27 - 0.68)
0.56 (0.35 - 0.90)
0.73 (0.46 - 1.17)
0.94 (0.59 - 1.49)

1.95 (1.73 - 2.17)
2.23 (2.00 - 2.45)
2.63 (2.40 - 2.86)
3.15 (2.92 - 3.38)

1.98 (1.77 - 2.18)
2.27 (2.05 – 2.48)
2.69 (2.47 – 2.91)
3.21 (2.99 - 3.43)

Note. noRS_AHA = noRestructuring_AHA; RS_AHA = Restructuring_AHA; noRS_noAHA =
noRestructuring_AHA; RS_noAHA = Restructuring_noAHA; search = number of search button presses per trial;
the values represent marginal means and the values in parentheses are the 95% confident intervalls.
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Table6.
Behavioral model - Influence of event type on solution time (log)
log(solution time)
Predictors
(Intercept)
event type: RS_noAHA
event type: noRS_AHA
event type: noRS_noAHA
Random Effects
Tau
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2

MR sample
Estimates
CI
2.63
0.54
-0.34
0.22

2.52 – 2.75
0.47 – 0.62
-0.41 – -0.27
0.14 – 0.30

p
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

EYE sample
Estimates
CI
2.57
0.56
-0.37
0.18

2.45 – 2.65
0.46 – 0.65
-0.45 – -0.30
0.08 – 0.28

0.02 item
0.10 subj

0.04 item
0.07 subj

0.206 / 0.419

0.197 / 0.367

p
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Note. Tau = random effect variance; CI = 95% confidence intervall. RS_noAHA = Restructuring_noAHA;
noRS_AHA = noRestructuring_AHA, noRS_noAHA = noRestructuring_noAHA.

Table7.
Behavioral model - Influence of event type on accuracy
accuracy
MR sample
Predictors
OR
CI
p
(Intercept)
event type: RS_noAHA
event type: noRS_AHA
event type: noRS_noAHA
Random Effects
Tau
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2

8.19
0.27
1.94
0.66

5.28 – 12.69
0.18 – 0.42
1.22 – 3.08
0.41 – 1.06

<0.001
<0.001
0.005
0.085

OR
24.68
0.14
1.47
0.40

EYE sample
CI
13.29 – 45.84
0.08 – 0.24
0.85 – 2.54
0.22 – 0.72

0.29 item
0.41 subj

0.59 item
1.00 subj

0.123 / 0.275

0.139 / 0.420

p
<0.001
<0.001
0.170
0.002

Note.OR = odds ratios. Tau = random effect variance; CI = 95% confidence intervall. RS_noAHA =
Restructuring_noAHA; noRS_AHA = noRestructuring_AHA, noRS_noAHA = noRestructuring_noAHA.

Table8.
Behavioral model - Influence of event type on amount of search
Search
Predictors
(Intercept)
event type: RS_noAHA
event type: noRS_AHA
event type: noRS_noAHA
Random Effects
Tau
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2

IRR
0.81
1.77
0.64
1.30

MR sample
CI
0.57 – 1.16
1.55 – 2.02
0.55 – 0.73
1.13 – 1.51

0.01 item
0.88 subj
0.090 / 0.582

p
0.249
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

IRR
0.56
1.67
0.76
1.30

EYE sample
CI
0.35 – 0.90
1.45 – 1.94
0.66 – 0.88
1.11 – 1.53

0.01 item
1.49 subj
0.035 / 0.621
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p
0.015
<0.001
<0.001
0.001

Note.IRR = incidence rate ratio. Tau = random effect variance; CI = confidence intervall. RS_noAHA =
Restructuring_noAHA; noRS_AHA = noRestructuring_AHA, noRS_noAHA = noRestructuring_noAHA.

Table 9.
Behavioral model - Influence of event type on search effort
Searcheffort
Predictors
(Intercept)
event type: RS_noAHA
event type: noRS_AHA
event type: noRS_noAHA
Random Effects
Tau
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2

MR sample
Estimates
CI
2.79
0.87
-0.25
0.68

EYE sample
Estimates
CI

p

2.53 – 3.06
0.74 – 1.00
-0.36 – -0.14
0.54 – 0.82

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

2.27
0.95
-0.29
0.42

0.02 item
0.67 subj

0.04 item
0.25 subj

0.124 / 0.499

0.144 / 0.340

2.05 – 2.48
0.79 – 1.10
-0.41 – -0.16
0.27 – 0.58

p
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Note.Tau = random effect variance; CI = 95% confidence intervall. RS_noAHA = Restructuring_noAHA;
noRS_AHA = noRestructuring_AHA, noRS_noAHA = noRestructuring_noAHA.

Table 10.
Pupil response model - Influence of event type and solution phase on pupil response
Predictors

Estimates

Pupilresponse
CI

p

(Intercept)
event type: Restructuring_AHA
event type: noRestructuring_noAHA
event type: Restructuring_noAHA
time: solution
Pupilsizebaseline
event type:Restructuring_AHA:time: solution
event type:noRestructuring_noAHA:time: solution

-0.16
-0.12
-0.09
-0.06
0.59
0.19
0.13
-0.04

-0.26 – -0.06
-0.21 – -0.04
-0.19 – 0.01
-0.15 – 0.04
0.51 – 0.67
0.16 – 0.22
0.00 – 0.25
-0.18 – 0.09

0.002
0.005
0.076
0.220
<0.001
<0.001
0.042
0.551

event type:Restructuring_noAHA:time: solution

-0.09

-0.23 – 0.04

0.166

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2

0.191 / 0.278

Note. CI = 95% confidence intervall, p = P-value. The solution phase is divided into two phases: first three
seconds after trial start and last second before solution.
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Table 11.
Fixation model – Influence of event type and presented word on number of fixations per
presented word within two seconds before solution
Numberoffixations
Predictors
word: 2T
word: 3T
word: prime
event type: noRestructuring_AHA
event type: noRestructuring_noAHA
event type: Restructuring_noAHA
wordlength
word: 2T - event type: noRestructuring_AHA
word: 3T - event type: noRestructuring_AHA
word: prime - event type: noRestructuring_AHA
word: 2T - event type: noRestructuring_noAHA
word: 3T - event type: noRestructuring_noAHA
word: prime - event type: noRestructuring_noAHA
word: 2T - event type: Restructuring_noAHA
word: 3T - event type: Restructuring_noAHA
word: prime - event type: Restructuring_noAHA
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2

IRR
CI
0.78
0.69 – 0.89
0.74
0.65 – 0.84
0.18
0.14 – 0.22
0.84
0.75 – 0.94
0.94
0.82 – 1.07
0.89
0.78 – 1.02
1.04
1.02 – 1.06
1.29
1.09 – 1.52
1.45
1.22 – 1.72
1.13
0.85 – 1.50
1.10
0.90 – 1.33
1.16
0.94 – 1.42
0.99
0.70 – 1.39
1.23
1.01 – 1.49
1.03
0.84 – 1.26
1.30
0.95 – 1.78
0.453 / 0.517

p
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.003
0.333
0.092
<0.001
0.003
<0.001
0.395
0.367
0.160
0.935
0.037
0.799
0.107

Note. word length: amount of letters per most fixated word per trial, word = presented word per CRA item, 2T =
second target word; 3T= third target word. IRR = Incidence Rate Ratio, CI = 95% confidence intervall, p = p-value.

Figure 7. fMRI results for the contrast Restructuring_AHA > noRestructuring_AHA during
solution (green) overlaid with clusters of voxels significantly correlating with solution time for
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Restructuring_AHA events during solution (red) (voxel-based threshold p<.001; clusterbased FWE corrected threshold p<.05). The yellow blobs represent the location where the
red and green clusters overlap.
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